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Quickly learn how to build a secure Web services system using available programming tools, models, and specifications
Web services promise to simplify business programming and to improve interoperability, but they won’t deliver on these promises without effective security. Written by the leading security experts in the field, this innovative book clearly shows how to build a real-world, secure Web services system.  Using theory, examples, and practical advice, the authors examine each of the security technologies used for providing secure Web services, emphasizing how security works with XML and SOAP. And with the help of two case studies, you’ll also learn how to effectively plan and deploy a secure Web services system for both J2EE and .NET.     

This book will show you how to build a secure Web services system today and anticipate the security systems of tomorrow. The authors:      

	Discuss the measures that can be used to secure XML and SOAP messages
	Demonstrate ways to analyze and address Web services security needs 
	Describe WS-Security and SAML, new security specifications that are directed at securing user data and credentials using XML
	Cover the different ways to create a secure .NET Web service
	Explain how to secure Web services when the target Web service is a J2EE application server


The companion Web site contains     

	The complete source code from the book
	Additional examples and product information


About the Author

   BRET HARTMAN is Chief Technology Officer at Quadrasis, a business unit of Hitachi. He is a well-known expert on security of component systems.
     DONALD J. FLINN is Chief security architect at Quadrasis and an active member of the SAML and WS-Security working groups at OASIS, which defines XML and Web services security.
     KONSTANTIN BEZNOSOV, PhD, is a security architect at Quadrasis, specializing in the security design for distributed systems.
     SHIRLEY KAWAMOTO is a principal security architect at Quadrasis, specializing in cryptography.
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Practical Reliability Engineering and Analysis for System Design and Life-Cycle SustainmentCRC Press, 2010

	In today’s sophisticated world, reliability stands as the ultimate arbiter of quality. An understanding of reliability and the ultimate compromise of failure is essential for determining the value of most modern products and absolutely critical to others, large or small. Whether lives are dependent on the performance of a heat shield or...
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Humans: A Brief History of How We F*cked It All UpHanover Square Press, 2019

	*NOW AN INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER*

	

	A Toronto Star Bestselling Book of the Year

	

	“Witty and entertaining.”—Sarah Knight

	

	“Laugh-out-loud.”—Steve Brusatte

	

	AN EXHILARATING JOURNEY THROUGH THE...
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The Routledge Handbook of Arabic TranslationRoutledge, 2019

	
		Translation-related activities from and into Arabic have significantly increased in the last few years, in both scope and scale. The launch of a number of national translation projects, policies and awards in a number of Arab countries, together with the increasing translation from Arabic in a wide range of subject areas outside the...
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Using Microsoft Excel and Access 2013 for Accounting (with Student Data CD-ROM)Cengage Learning, 2014

	USING EXCEL & ACCESS FOR ACCOUNTING 2013 teaches students how businesses use spreadsheets and databases in accounting and explains how to use these tools in solving real accounting problems. It is written in a step-by-step format, with plenty of screenshots making it easy to follow.
...
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iPod touch For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
touch For Dummies as a reference. With this book, you can easily find the information you need when you need it. I wrote it so that you can read from beginning to end to find out how to use your iPod touch from scratch. But this book is also organized so that you can dive in anywhere and begin reading the info you need to know for each task....
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Patterns in Java, Volume 2John Wiley & Sons, 1999
Mark Grand's Patterns in Java, Volume 2 offers a grab bag of 50 reusable patterns for Java developers. Together, these patterns can improve your graphical user interface (GUI) design, testing, and the overall robustness of your next Java project.
 After a short introduction to patterns and UML (unified modeling language) basics, the...
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